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ON KANNAN MAPS

CHI SONG WONGl

ABSTRACT. Let  K be a (nonempty) weakly compact convex subset of

a Banach space   B.   Let   T be a self map on   K  such that for all   x, y in

K, \\T(x) - T(y)\ * (|x- T(x)|| + \\y- ny)||)/2.   It is proved without the

continuity of  T and Zorn's lemma that   T has a fixed point if and only if

infi||x— Î1 ( ac) || : x £ K\=Q.   A characterization of the existence of fixed

points for such   T is obtained in terms of close-to-normal structure.   As

consequences, the following results are obtained: (i)   T has a unique

fixed point if  B is locally uniformly convex or more generally if  B has

the property   A: For any sequence   ¡x   | in   B, \x   \ converges to a point  x

in   B if it converges weakly to  x and   ¡| x   ! converges to   ||x||; (ii)   T has

a unique fixed point if   B  is separable.

1. Introduction. Let  K  be a weakly compact convex subset of a Banach

space B.   Let T  be a Kannan map on  K, i.e.  T  is a self map on  K  such

that for all x, y  in   K,

\\T(x) - T(y)\\ < (\\x - T(x)|| + ||y - T(y)||)/2.

If K has normal structure  [3], we have found explicitly (in terms of  ||  ||)

all such T [14],   For example, even for the simple case where  K is the

unit interval [0, l]   in the real line  R  with the usual norm, there are  2C

such T, among which, c  of them are nonexpansive  (||T(x) - T(y)|| < ||x -y||,

x, y  £ K)  and   c   of them are monotone, where c  is the cardinal of R.

For the fixed point theory of such T, R. Kannan proved  [6]  that T has a

fixed point if ß   is reflexive and if for any convex  T-invariant subset H  of
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K (TiH) C H) with more than one point, supí||y - T(y)||: y e H\ < 8(H),

wbere 8(H) is the diameter of H. P. Soardi proved [12]  that  T  has a fixed

point if either T has diminishing orbital diameters  [2] or  K has normal

structure  [3].   Other earlier results can be found in the references of [6]

and [12],   Since  K has normal structure-if ß  is uniformly convex [5] or K

is compact [3], T  has a fixed point if ß  is uniformly convex or  K  is com-

pact.   In  [14], the author combined all of the above results into the follow-

ing more general result: T has a (unique) fixed point if for any closed con-

vex T-invariant subset H of  K with more than one point, inf{||x - T(x)||:

x etfi <8(H).

Since there may be uncountably many such H, the above result is not

practical enough.   In this paper, it is proved without the continuity of T

and without the use of Zorn's lemma that  T has a unique fixed point if

(and only if) either

(i) inf|||x- T(x)||: x e K\ = 0, or

(ii) for any  x in  K with   ||x - T(x)|| > 0, ||x - T(x)|| > ||y - T(y)||  for

some  y  in  K.

Ey using this result and our result in [14]  mentioned above, we prove that

every Kannan map on  K has a unique fixed point if K has a close-to-nor-

mal structure: for any closed convex subset H of K with 8(H) > 0, there

exists x in H  such that

\\x - y\\ < 8(H),       y£H

(x may be a diametral point of H: supi||x - y||: y e H\ = 8(H)).   It is obvi-

ous that  K has a close-to-normal structure if it has normal structure.   In

[lj, a weakly compact convex subset H of a reflexive separable Banach

space which has no normal structure is given.   However, this H  contains

a point x for which  ||x - y|| < 8(H), y e H.   In [15], we shall prove that K

has a close-to-normal structure if either  (i) B  is separable or (ii) ß   is lo- _

cally uniformly convex [10], or more generally, B  has the property A: For

any sequence  \x   \  in B, \x   \ converges to a point x  in B   if [x   \ con-

verges weakly to x  and [||x   || j  converges to  ||x||.   Since weakly compact

convex subsets of a separable Banach space may not have normal structure

LlJ, our result is actually more general than the above result of Soardi.   Com-

paring our results with those of Kannan in [6], we emphasize here that our

results are so general that we nowhere assume that the given  Banach space

is reflexive, or the given weakly compact convex set  K has normal struc-

ture, or the given Kannan map on  K is continuous.
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2. Main results.

Theorem 1. Let K be a weakly compact convex subset of a normed

linear space. Let T be a Kannan map on K. Then the set \\x — T(x)||:

x £ K\ has a smallest number.

Proof. Let r > 0.   Consider the set K    defined by  K   - \y £ K: ||y _

T(y)|| < rl.   Let / = \r £ [0,<*>): Kf 4 0l   Since  K  is bounded, / 4 0.   It suf-

fices to prove that  /  has a smallest element or equivalently, P)    ¡K   4 0-

For each r in I, let  H    be the closed convex hull of T(K ).   Since for any

r, s  in / with r < s, K   CK  , the family J" = \H : r £ I\ has the finite inter-

section property.   Since each H    is closed and convex, it is weakly closed.

So by the weak compactness of K, J"  has nonempty intersection.   It then

suffices to prove that H   CK    for each r in /.   Let r£l,y£H,e>0.

Then there exist t x, 12, ■ • •, t     in [0, 1]  and y x, y2, • • ., y     in  K    such

that ^=1z\ = 1   and   ||y - £?=1 r T(y .)|| < t.   Thus

h - T(y)\\ < y - Z ^y.)
7=1

£ í .T(y¡) - T(y)
7 = 1

So

<f+L í¿l|T(y7.)-r(y)H<í+Z u
i= 1 i-1

< e + (r + \\y - T(y)\\)/2.

b - T(y)\\ <2e + r.

l|y¿-r(y¿)|| + ||y-T(y)||

Since ( > 0  is arbitrarily chosen, ||y - T(y)|| <r, i.e. y £ K .   Hence  H   C

K .
r

Theorem 2 below follows easily from the above theorem.

Theorem 2. Let K be a weakly compact convex subset of a normed

linear space. Let T be a Kannan map on K. Then the following condi-

tions are equivalent:

(a) T has a unique fixed point.

(b) infiHy - Tiy)\\ : y £ K\ = 0.

(c) For any x  in  K with  \\x — 7"(x)|| > 0,

|x - T(x)|| > ||y - T(y)||     for some y  in  K.
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Theorem 3. Let  X be a weakly compact convex subset of a normed

linear space  B.    Let  T  be a Kannan map on  K.

(a) Suppose that  T has no fixed point.    Then there exists a  T-invari-

ant closed convex subset  K of X such that  8(H) > 0 and  ||T(x) — x|| = 8(H)

for all x  in H.

(b) Suppose that for any closed convex  T-invariant subset H of X with

8(H) > 0, there exists  x  in  H for which   ||x — y|| < 8(H), y £ H.   Then  T

has a unique fixed point.   In particular, T has a unique fixed point if K has

a close-to-normal structure.

Proof, (a) By Zorn's lemma, there exists a minimal nonempty  T-invari-

ant closed convex subset K of X.   By Theorem 1, there exists x in K

such that

||x-T(x)|| = infilly-T(y)||: y £ Kl.

Let rQ = ||x — T(x)||.   By hypothesis, rQ > 0.   We shall now use the same

notation as in our proof for Theorem 1.   Since HrQ C KrQ,

T(Hr )ÇT(Kr )Çcl c0T(K   ) = H   .
'o 0 0 r0

By minimality of K, HrQ = K  and therefore  KrQ = K.   By the choice of rQ,

\\y - T(y)\\ = rQ   fot all y  in  K.   Now for any y, z  in  KrQ,

■\\T(y) - T(2)|| < (||y - T(y)|| + ||z - T(z)||)/2 = V

So 8(T(KrQ)) < r0.   Therefore, 8(K) = S(HrQ) = S(TUCn)) < rn.   Thus 8(K) =

rQ.   Hence

|| y _T(y) || =S(K)  for all y  in  K.

(b) follows from  (a).

Theorem 4. Let  B  be a normed linear space.    Then the following two

propositions are equivalent:

(a) Every weakly compact convex subset of B  has a close-to-normal

structure.

(b) Every Kannan map on a weakly compact convex (nonempty) subset

of B has a unique fixed point.

Proof, (a) => (b). Apply Theorem 3.

(b) => (a). Suppose to the contrary that there exists a weakly compact

convex subset  K  of B  which has no close-to-normal structure.   Then  K

contains a weakly compact convex subset H  such that 8(H) > 0  and for
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any x in H, there exists an element T(x)  in H for which  ||x - T(x)|| =

8(H).   T  is a Kannan map on H which has no fixed point, a contradiction

to our hypothesis.

3. Remarks and examples. Let K be a weakly compact convex subset

of a Banach space  B.   There are two related open problems concerning the

existence of fixed points for self maps on  K: (i) Every nonexpansive self

map on  K has a fixed point,   (ii) Every Kannan map on  K has a fixed point.

Theorem 4 drops the above open problem (ii) out of the fixed point theory

and adds an open problem to the geometry of Banach spaces: Every weakly

compact convex subset of a Banach space has a close-to-normal structure.

Because of this progress, we would like to compare the fixed point theory

for nonexpansive maps and the fixed point theory for Kannan maps.   Exam-

ples will be given to support our point of view.

Io. Both nonexpansive maps and Kannan maps can be described in sim-

ple geometrical terms.   For example, T is a Kannan map on K  if arid only

if there exist ax, a2  in  [0, 1]  such that a x + a2 = 1   and

||T(x) _ T(y)l| < ax\\x - T(x)\\ + a2\\y - T(y)||

for all x, y  in  K, i.e. if we think of T  as a motion, then the distance

||T(x) - T(y)||   between x  and y  after the motion is no greater than the av-

erage fljUx - T(x)|| + a2\\y - T(y)||   of the distances  ||x - T(x)||, ||y - T(y)||

moved by x  and y.   It is then not too surprising that the following two sim-

ilar results are obtained: (a) T has a fixed point if T  is a nonexpansive

self map on  K and if  K has normal structure [9J.   (b) T has a fixed point

if T is a Kannan map on   K and if K has normal structure  [12],   In fact,

these results can be proved for a family of maps: If  K has normal structure,

then every commuting family of nonexpansive (Kannan) self maps on  K has

a common fixed point [9].   However, it is not known that every nonexpan-

sive self map on  K has a fixed point if  K has a close-to-normal structure.

2°. Every nonexpansive map is uniformly continuous.   In fact every

family of nonexpansive self maps on  K is equicontinuous.  This fact is im-

portant to the existence of a common fixed point for a family of maps  [11].

Kannan maps, however, may be continuous only at their fixed points.   For

example, the map  T  defined by

II - x if x £ [0, l]  and if x is irrational,

(1 + x)/3    if x £[0, 1]   and if x is rational,
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is a Kannan map on the unit interval and is continuous (nonexpansive) only

at its fixed point xQ = Vi.   In fact, when K is the unit interval, there are  2C

Kannan maps which are not continuous.   So it is of importance to see if ev-

ery discontinuous Kannan map on  K has a fixed point.   For example, does

every lower (upper) semicontinuous Kannan map on  K have a fixed point?

3°. Every Kannan map has at most one fixed point.   However a nonex-

pansive map may have more than one fixed point.   Also, the family of non-

expansive self maps on  K is a monoid with composition as its multiplica-

tion.   The following example shows that the family of all Kannan maps on

K may not even be a semigroup: Let T be the map on the unit interval de-

fined by T(x) = 1 - x, x £ [0, l].   Then T  is a Kannan map.   However, T

is the identity map on  [0, l]  which is obviously not a Kannan map.   The

above observations suggest that it makes much more sense to investigate

the common fixed points for a family, in particular a semigroup, of nonex-

pansive maps than to investigate the common fixed points for a family of

Kannan maps  [8],

4°. If T  is a nonexpansive self map on  K, then by considering the maps

T     's  with
z,t

Tz {(x) = (1 - t)z + tT(x),       x, z £ K,       t £ (0, 1),

one can conclude from the Banach contraction mapping theorem that

inf{||x- T(x)||: x £Kl = 0        [l3].

Thus the difficulty of obtaining a fixed point for nonexpansive self maps  T

on K is the existence of min{||x — T(x)||: x £ K\.   From Theorem 1 we know

there is no such difficulty for Kannan maps.   The difficulty of obtaining a

fixed point for a Kannan map on  K  is to show that  inf{||x - T(x)||: x £ K\ =

0.   It may be worthwhile to point out here that  T     's  may not be Kannan

maps even if T is: Let  T be the map on the unit interval defined by

ll -x if x £[0, 1/3),

|(x+ l)/3    if x £[1/3, ll.

Then T, but not T. ,., is a Kannan map.
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